
Materialism

Although Cartesian dualism is today a minoriry view in the
philosophy of mind, that should not blind us to the enormous
influence l)escartes has on contemporary thinking about the
mind-body problen-r, and particularly on materialis_.L,y this not
only because materialists are explicitly guided by an.rri*rrr rgri.rrt
Descarres'.s dualistic metaphysics, brt 

"iso, 
and just as signifiJntiy,

because they are at least implicitly guided by a cornmitmenr to cer_
tain other, distinctly Cartesian, assumptions. Descartes believed
that the world consisted of tr'vo basic kinds of substance: thinking
substance and extended substance, res cogitans and. res extensa.The
modern materialist rgects the forrner, but endorses the ratter.
Descartes was, it is thought, at least half right: his res cogitans is, bythe materialistt reckoning, a fiction, bu*t hrs res exterlsa most
assuredly is not - indeed, it constitutes the whole ofwhat a human
being is.

To be sure, Descartes's concept of matter as essentiaily
"extended" cannot be maintained r.vithout qualification given
developments in modern physics, which hoid that certain f.rlrrar_
mental physicai particles are best conceived on the model ofunex_
tended rnathematical points. Nevertheiess, his notion that the
physical world constitutes a vast,,machine,,,with material objects
- including the human body - being but smaller machines op..rr_
ing within it. has come ro dominate the thinking of _od..r,
philosophers and scienrists alike. It has become a hallmark of
irrteliectual life in the post-cartesian period that understanding
something is thought paradigmatically io involve taking it ,prri
and seeing how it ,uvorks, the way one would understand anv
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mechanism. A physical thing, on this model, is like a clock, the
operation of which can be grasped by determining how each part
interacts mechanically so as to generate the behavior of the whole.
Nowadays, this approach to inquiry may seem to be just obviously
correct, the epitome of "thinking scientifically." Yet, as we will
see later on, it constituted a dramatic departure, both scientificaily
and, nrore significantly for our purposes, metaphysically, from the

assumptions that prevailed in most ancient and medieval thought

- a departure that in many respects can be said to have created the

mind-body problem as we know it today.That probiem is thus as

much an artefact of the points on which materialists and dualists

agree as of those on which they do not.'We will in due course be

examining more carefully the nature - and the ultimate plausibil-
ity - of this approach to understanding the material worid, shared

by Cartesian dualists and materialists alike.The question at hand is

whether, where the mind-body problem is concerned, that
approach favors its materialist advocates over its dualist ones.

Tables, chairs, rocks, and trees
It is certainly no nrystery u,hy the approach in question has come
to seem obviously correct. Modern science has, to all appearances,

been one long success story, a success made possible in large part
because ofits commitment to the mechanistic model ofthe worid.
The behavior and properties of the ordinary middle-sized objects

of everyday experience - tables, chairs, rocks, trees, water, metal, as

they burn, me1t, freeze, reflect light, exhrbit magnetism, conduct
electricity - have been explained in great detail via physical and

chemical theories of extraordinary predictive power, whose appli-
cation has made possible the breathtaking technologies of the
modern world, technologies that would have seemed magical to
earlier generations. These theories have revealed the existence

of a micro-1evel of physical reality - a realm of molecules, atoms,
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Materialism 5l

electrons, protons, quarks, etc. _ which our ancestors woulcl havefound equaliy marvelous, and they have also proved themselves
applicable to. and revealed the unexpected vastness of, the macro_
level of the universe - solar systems, gaiaxies, galary clusters, and
the very fabric of tinre and space. Mortl.i.rr.rrt to our present con_
cerns, they have proved successful in explaining the operation
of the human body and its various subsysterns, opening the way tothe healing of diseases that have pl"grr.i hu_rnkind fo". -iU.rrrir,the extension of longevity tt.o.rgh medicine and the use ofartificial organs, and even the assisied or artificial reproduction,
through laboratory means (in uitro Grtilization and cloning), oflife itself.

It is no surprise, then, that many philosophers have taken the
vier,v that the human mind ought rilo ,o be expiicable in terms ofthe sarne sort of rnechanical account to which the rest of the uni_
verse has apparently yieided. This view is more or less what is
meanr by"materiaiism,,- the theory that realiry or (when the term
is used specifically ro denore a position in the philosophy ofmindjat least human realiry consists of purely rnr,..i"l or physicai
objects, proce_sses, and properties, opcrating according to the same
basic physical laws and thereby suscepr;le of explanation via
physical science. There is, in short, no such thing as immateriai
substance, or soul, or spirit, nor any aspect of human nature
which, in principle, elude explanation in pr.rrely physical terms.
The mind is, paradoxical as it may sound, .nti.ely niaterial. (It is
material, that is to say, rfit exisrs at all, and rhere are a few radical
nraterialists who are of a mind to deny that it does. But more on
thenr later.)

Materialism is also sometimes reGrred to as physicalism or nat_
uralism,though these rerms are occasionally used by philosophers
to denote views which are intended to te distinguished'from
materialism. This confusion in terminoiogy is, ir, , way; enrirely
appropriate, for the materialist thesis is by ,ro *.arrs as evident orclear-cut as it might at first appear

z
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- 
Modern physical science! success in explaining the tables.chairs, rocks, and trees. of everyday .*p..i.ri." 

-i; 
;;;;. ;;r;source of materialism's intuitive rpp.r.ih... is arso the fact thatsuch ordinary physical objects ,.._ ,o be paradigms of whatcounts as real in the first place. If we can see, h.r., t.rt.-., ,o.r.t, 

"rrjsmell something, we know for sure (barring Cartesian evil spiritsand dreams) that it exists. Co.rrrers.ly, or. Air.. to provide obser_vational evidence for something typically leads us to doubt itsexistence. But then, it seems that we o,rgfrt to be suspicious ;;r;;claim that something other than the ob]ects, processes, and prop_erties of everyday experience ..rtty orrtr, at re"st rr ,rr.',r.iyexistence of these eleryday objects, processes, and properties
themselves doesn,t point to the existe.r.. of ,orrr. other kind ofthing' Modern science has given us good reason to berieve thatthese everyday objects, processes, anJ properties are constituted
of the micro-phenomena described Uy ityri., and chemistry, andthat they in turn consritute th. .,rr.-_phenomena described byastronomy and cosmology. So we arelusiified in holding thrt ru.hmicro-_ and macrophenomena ,lro e*irt, even though ti.y ..., i,general, not directry observable. But science gives us no reason tobelieve that entities such as ghosts and pott..g'.irt, are real; the evi-dence for such things is weak,.rrd ..riiy 

""p'h.abl. in more mun_dane terms (hallucinations, delusions, rrU oi* and the iike). it alsoappears to give us no reason to believe in such things as ,ori, o.Cartesian immaterial substances. The reasonable conclusionwould thus seem to be that there just are no such things. At thevery least, materialists hold, we have every reason to act on theassumption that there are not, and to .rp.i, to be abie to erpirinmental phenomena endrely in terms of the operation of physical
processes and properties.

But r.vhile such considerations may give the appearance thatmaterialism represents (as dualism claimslo do) nothingmore thanthe drawing out of the unavoidable implications of some home_spun common sense, appearances are in this case deceiving. For
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Materialism 53

scientific explanations have a way of not only explainingwhat we
observe in everyday experience, but also, to a very great extent,
explaining it away. The table in front of you seems absolutelv
solid and impenetrable, as unlike a cloud as anyrhing posrilt..;il
be.Yet physics rells us that a cloud, of sorts, ii exaxlywhat it is _ a
cloud of unobservable particles, each occupying iess space than
exists between rhem,so that the apparendy,"lia *a imjenetrable
table is mostly empry space.'We take our senses to give us as much
c_ertainty as it is possible to have, and so we base or. s.i.n.e on
them. But science then informs us that our senses are largely
wrong.The world reveaied to us by sight,hearing, rasre, touch.lnd
smell - the world of tables, chairs, rocks, 

"rd L.., _ i, ";;;;touchstone of reality; that honor goes to the strange world of
unobservable enrities postulated by physics _ the lvorld of mole_
cules, atoms, electrons, and quarks.'what becomes, then, of the
commonsensical idea that the physical objects of everyday experi_
ence are the paradigms of reaiiry? (And iiwhat the atle 

'notty 
u u

something we don't directly observe _ a cloud ofparticles _ thenwhy ought we to be so suspicious of claims ro the effect thar
certain other unobservable phenomena _ souls or Cartesian
immaterial substances - exist as well?)

Reduction and supervenience
As the example above illustrates, modern science also tends, in the
view of many materiarists, toward what is often cared reductionism:
the table is sometimes said to be ,,reducible 

to,, or in reality"nothing but" a collection of particies, with the appearance of it
being something other than that dismissed as an illusion.The var_
ious properties of the table are also reduced: what solidity it does
have is said to be nothing but the state its molecules happen to be
in when the field offorce they generate repels those fields offorce
associated with other collections of partiiles (your hands, or the



book lying on the table). Srmrlarlr,. the sojidrn or -r:: i_; :r.re r.
nothing but the state water molecules are in $-hen ;r tieezing
point, while the liquidity exhibited by water at higher ,.,rrp...i
tures is nothing but another state ofits molecules.Th. t.mptation
is to suppose that euerything real - not just tables and ice cubes, but
planets and galaxies, animals and human minds - rnusr in some wav
be entireiy reducible to the basic categories of physics: i, ,o*.
sense a planet and a mind are nothing but difTerent kinds of con-
figurations of ,rolecules or atoms. The sort of materialism that
makes this boidly reducrionist claim is often labeled physicalism,the
idea that basic physics reveais to us rvhat is truly real.

The trouble is that there are things itis ueryhard.to reduce down
to the categories ofphysics in this strong sense, as most physicarists
thernselves wiil acknowledge. curtural artefacts provide obvious
examples:rvhat makes a dollar bil the kind of currency it is seems
to have littie to do with the specific physical properties involved _
a silver dollar is just as much a dollar as a paper one _ and every_
thing to do with social conventions, which are themselve, ha.d to
reduce to the properties of molecules in motion. Of course, ali
such cultural and social phenomena are ultimately mind_
depe,dent; and the mind itself is the most notorious (and, for our
purposes, relevant) example of something it seems hard to reduce
to the physical, for reasons sketched in chapter 2, which we will be
exploring in greater detail in the next ferv chapters. Moreover,
physics is by no means a finishecl prqect, with the basic con_
stituents of the material universe, and the laws governing them, all
accounted for and neatlv catalogued.The physics of Einstein and
Heisenberg differs radically from that of Galileo and Newton, and
the physics of the future may differ from both in radical ways. So in
which physics exactly is everything real supposed to be reducibie?
Physicalists often reply that it is the caregorie s of a completed physics
- whatever body of theory future scientists win deveiop to ,or,r.
all the problems current physics has yet to solve - that will do the
job. But what tf this future physics ends up having to postulate
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immaterial or non-physical properties to account for mental phe_
nomena, as some dualists have argued it will (for reasons we will be
exploring later)? In that circumstance, physicalism would turn out
to differ not at all from dualism _ i" *iri.f, case, it would nor be a
version ofmaterialism at all.

Such problems with physicalism have led other materialisticaliy
inclined philosophers to reject strict reduction as essential to their
position and to opt instead for the norion of ,uorrrrniencr. ore
thing"supervenes" on anotherjust in case there courd not be a dif_
ference in the first without there being a difference in the second.
Materialism can accordingly be understood as the claimthat arr real
objects, properties, and processes, including those of the mind,
supervene on purely physical objects, properties, ,rrd p.o..rr.r,
nothing that happens, and in parti.ula.^ nothing *..rtrl, .r.,
happen at all unless something happ.n, 

"t 
th. purely physical level,

and ultimately at the level ofthe -ost frrda-entai entities postu_
lated by physics. Unlike reductionism, this need not entail that the r

basic entities are, in some sense, all that..really,,exist: perhaps there
is a sense in which tabies, chairs, rocks, trees, bodies, brains, and
evenrninds are every bit as real as fundamental physical particles.It
entails only that everything that happens ,t ih. l.rr.i of tables,
rocks, minds, etc. ultimat.ly happ.n, only because something
happens at the level of fundameniri pr.tl.l.r. Some philosophers
who are committed ro the idea oi,t. ,"p..""ril;;i;; i
mental on the physical prefer the label natuilk ,o pt yrr.riir_, {the idea being that it isn,t necessarilyjust the basic .";iil;; t
lated by physics that constitute realrty, but rather the "rr"."rt*".il |of material phenomena in general (as distinguish.d ;.;, ,;;: \

::::: :: X:at 
urat phenomena, for exampl e, Clrte sian,, b, oi..,, 

-. 
)

angels, or God).
Of course, as it stands, this is all prety vague; and one of the

things that needs to be clarified is what'exaJdy is meant by the
clainr that there could notbe a difference in the thing thrt r.rp.._
venes without a difference in the thing supervened on. Is it that it
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is gletaplysicaUy--turp-ojsibh for a difference in the first to occur

without a difference in the second (to use the terminology intro-

duced in the last chapter), or only that it is physically impossible? If
the claim is understood in the first way, then many of the problems

that afflict reductionism turn out also to al11ict the suggestion that

the mental supervenes on the physical (for reasons we'Il be explor-

ing later). But if the claim is understood in the second way, then it
isn't clear that the position that results genuinely counts as a form

ofmaterialism. For to claim that it is physically impossibie for there

to be a difference at the mental level without some diflerence at

the physical level isjust to claim that there can be no such difler-
ence giuen the r.uay the actual woild happens to work;it is not to claim

that it is metaphysically impossibie; that is, impossible in any pos-

sible world, not just in the actual one - and thus it is not

to claim anything that rules out the dualist's basic idea that it is

metaphysically possibie for the mind to exist apart from the brain

and body.

The advocate of supervenience has, no less than the reduction-

ist, the problem of giving a useful account of exactiy what thebasic

entities and laws of physics are on which everything is claimed to

supervene.The response that a "completed physics" will someday

give the answer leaves open the possibility that the hypothetical

physicists of the future will see frt to add non-physical or imma-

terial phenomena to their 1ist. Indeed, at least one self-described

naturalist, David Chalmers, has predicted that this is precisely what

the physics of the future will require - which is rvhy he counts

himself not only as a naturalist, but also as a dualist, thereby

explicitly rejecting any essential link between naturalism and

materialisml
This last point should caution us to keep in mind that, as I indi-

cated earlier, the terms "naturalism," "materialism," and "physical-

ism" - and I should now add the terms "reductionisrn" and

"supervenience" - are used by philosophers in a bewildering

variety of ways. For our purposes it will sutTice to reiterate that
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"r'ateriarism" 
essentialry conveys a general colnmitnlent to the:Jea that physical reaiity is .ll th. .."iity th..e ir.att.mprs ro spell:his basic idea out in greater d.t., t.rri .i,h..,o take c*rrent:hvsics (or something like it) ,, th. to,r.hrtone of what counts as''physical reality" (and thus frequently ,aopt ttr" label ,,physical_

:sm"), or instead ro ieave ,h. .orr..p, of rle physical somewhatopen-ended (and thus sometimes opt for the rabel ,,.r.,u.rt*rr,,].
Predictably, the former sorr of approach, being bolder and moreJererminate, is harder to deGnd, while thelatter, though easier to.lefend, is often iess determinate, and in some"nraterialistic,, in substance. Either rrr rn"tiiilrff: H:t:*frnonsense feel of rnaterialism seems to last only as long ,, urr"keeps one's statement ofit vague.

Cause and effect
So far it might seem that the initial plausibiliq, ofmateriaiism is sovitiated by its indete,ninacy th.t, *h," it is understanclabre howsonre nright find it attractive, it is hard to see why it ha, U..o*. ,i.mainstream position in the philosophy of mind. Bur rve musr notforget the interaction problem th.t, ., we saw in the previouschapter:, serves as the ,rain objection to dualism and the chiefphilosophical motivatio, for materialis*. nroa..,, physics, as usu_ally interpreted, teaches us that the material universe, to whichdualists, no less than materialists, take th. hrrrl.l, body ro belong,is causally closed.AccordingJy, nothing .";; ir _ nothing non_physical - wouid r..,, ."prbi. 

"f h";g;causal influence onwhat happens in that universe. gur ch; rhe mind, if it were aCartesian non-physical subsrance, would beincapable of havingany eflet on rhe boclv; and yet it seems j,rr, otrio* that it does.The niaterialisr rhus ..,r.lud.r, ,"d ,;..i;;;; unreasonably, tharif the rnind interacts with the body, it .;;,;;. a Cartesian non_physicai substance, but must be purely ,r"t".i"i-o. physical.

F
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This argument appeals to general facts about the nature of cause

and effect relations in the physical world. But there are also quite
specific facts about rnind-bodv interaction that give further sup-
port to the materialist thesis.We knou.from everyday experience
that changes in the body can have drastic etTects on the mind - for
instance, ingesting too much alcohol or suffering head trauma can

radically impair one's ability to think clearly, or even to think at all.

How could this be, if the mind is as utterly distinct from the body
and brain as Descartes held it to be?'We also knou, from modern
neuroscience that various specific mental functions - vision, hear-
ing, the understanding of language, and so on - are associated with
specific regions of the brain. Again, hou' likely would this be, if
the mind and the brain u,ere distinct things? Nor is neuroscience

the only source ofscientific objections to dualism. Modern biology
tells us that human beings are the products of the same, purely
material, process - evolution - which operates according to the

same physical laws that govern the rest ofthe physical universe and,

beginning in the purely material environment of the early history
of the Earth produced cor.vs, houseflies, and bacteria, ali of which
seem obviously to be purely physical entities. So how can human

beings, one outcome of this material process, be anything other
than purely physical entities? The theory of relativity postulates

that space and time form a single continuum - space-time - so that
anything existing in time must exist also in space. Yet mental
processes seem clearly to exist in time, as even Descartes acknow-
ledged, in which case they would surely have to exist in space

as well. How then could they fail to be physical or materiai
processes?

The appeal to the success of modern science in applying the
rnechanistic model of explanation to every other phenomenon in
the universe is thus by no means the only arror.v in the materialist
quiver. Both the general nature of physical causality and the spe-

cific details of the causal relations between mind and body also

confer considerable plausibility on materialism. Given (a) that the
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nature of cause a,d effect relations seems to require that the causes
and effecrs of phvsical processes be themselves phvsical, (b) rhat
application of this idea has ied to a general mechanistic nrodel of
the universe that has been enormously successful in explaining
every other aspect of reality, and (c) that w.e already kr-ror,, o?
certain specific causal links bet'u,ee, the rnind and the brain. the
materialist can argue that the nlost reasonable conclusion is ro
suppose that the mind will, eventualiy, yreld, completely to a purely
physical explarration.

None of this exhibits by itself any fallacy in the argumenrs for
dualism - such as the conceil,ability argulrent - that we con_
sidered in the previous chapter. But sonte materialists have sug_
gested that they can even presenr a conceivabiliry argument tf
their own, ro counter that of the dualist. hnagine that in the far
future, teleportation devices of the sort described in science_
fiction stories become possible.A person steps iltto a charnber here
on Earth, and a supercorlpLlter scans his or her body and brain,
recording all the i,formation glea,ed, clown to rhe last rnolecule.
As the person'. body is destroyed, this infornration is beanred to
another chamber on Mars and an exactlv similar body appears in
the Martia, chamber.This sort of scenario raises all sorts of i,ter-
esting philosophical questions, such as whether the person rvho
appears in the chanrber on Mars is the same as the one rvho
stepped into the chamber on Earth, or a rnere duplicate.We rvill
address such questions in chapter il.What we \\.ant to take note of
here is that it certainly seems conceivable. and thus nretaphl,sicaliy
possible, that the perso, rvho appears in the Martian char,ber rvill.
w'hether or not he .r she is identical to the originar, exhibit exacdy
the same sort of behavior, and thus appear, no less than the ori_
ginal did, to have a mind.But \,vhat caused this pcrso, ro exisr was
the storage and transmission of purely physkal i,forr,ation - the
infornration the conrputer scanned from the body and brain on
Earth - and the use ofthat inforrnation to produce the person who
appeared in the chan'rber on Mars.It would seenr, then, that purely
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physical factors can generate a mind, in which case there is reason
to believe that the mind is purely physical.

This argument is not exactly parailel to the dualistt conceiv-
ability argument. That argument was intended to prove that the
mind and brain are not identical,while this one is intended to sup-
port the claim that they are or at least that the former supervenes
on the latter. But conceivabiliry arguments, if they prove anything,
seem unable to prove positive claims about identity or super-
venience. If you really can conceive of the mind existing apart
from the body or brain, it is at least plausible that this would pro-
vide evidence that they are not identical, for if they were, how
could you have one without the other? But to conceive of them
existing together hardiy proves that they are identical - after all,
even the dualist supposes that they normally do exist together, and
insists only that they nevertheless could, in principle, come apart.
To imagine that all creatures with kidneys also have hearts doesn't
prove that hearts and kidneys are the same rype of organ; similarly,
to imagine minds existing wherever brains exist hardly demon-
strates that the mind and the brain are the same thing. So the
materialist conceivabiliry argument cannot, in the nature of the
case, prove its conclusion. Nevertheless, it vividly illustrates, and
provides intuitive support for, the conclusion the rnaterialist draws
from the other considerations we've examined: that it seems at
least possible that purely material processes could entirely accounr
for the existence and nature of the mind.

Behaviorism
Suppose we grant the strength of the materiaiistt case so far.As it
stands, it supports at most the claim that it is possible to give a

purely physical account of the mind. But horv is this possibiliry to
be made actuai? Can the materialist tell us specifically how enrirely
material processes in the body and brain produce all the rich
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Materialism 6l

mentai phenomena we,ve.described in the previous rwo chapters
- consciousness and thought, qualia and intentionaliry and a robust
sense of selfhood? Materialists have proposed several possible
answers to this question, and the first to gain currency in the mid_twentieth century - the era in which materialism became the
majoriry position within the philosophy ofmind - wa s beltauiorism
Gometimes cailed "philosophical behaviorism,, to distinguish itfrom the "methodological behaviorism,, associated with B. ESkinner and other psychologists, which is a different, though
related, idea).

Behaviorism holds that to attribute a mind to something is to
attribute to it certain behauiorar dispositions;to have the relvant
disposirions.iust is to have.a mind.Tirexperience pain, for example,
is nothing more than to be disposed to exhibit such behaviors as
moaning, wincing, crying, or saying..Ouch!,,when one,s bodv has
been injured.To believe that it,s .rirrirg outside i, ," fr" airp.rJi,"
look for an umbrella, or put on galoshes whenever the weather
forecast predicts rain.To feel fear islust to have a tendencv to trem-
ble 

-and,/or 
run away when in thl pres"n.. of wild ."r_"i,'..

knife-wielding strangers in dark aileys. In general, to have any sort
of-mental state is just to have a prop.rrr"i,y to produce cerrain
behavioral outputs in response to given environment al inputs, and
in particular in response to the effects oneh surroundings typically
have on onet sensory organs. If behaviorism is true, then the
explanation of the mind in entirely material terms would be
relatively easy, simply a marrer of showing that a purely physical
system is capable of exhibiting the behavior associated with
having a mind - something ih. hr:rrrr., body obviously rs
capable of.

Behaviorism isn'r true, though. It is sometimes said that no
philosophical theory has^ever been decisively refuted, although
probably not by anyone familiar with this ,c.orrt of the mind,
which appears not ro have a single defender today. To be fair, it is
clear that behaviorism has certain advantages. It makes the mind
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every bit as observabie and accessible to scientific study as

tables, chairs, rocks, a,d trees, and it can seem to reflect colrrlllorl
sense, in so far as the way r've normailv do have access to ,rinds. or
at least to the minds of other peopie, is precisely through their
behavior.'what you obseruc in observing someonet srief see,rs,
strictly speakine, not to be sornething going on inside him or
her, but ratherjust certain outward trehaviors: sobbing, gri,tacing,
and the like. Moreover, this fact, together with a certain theory
of rneaning prominent in nrid-twentieth centnr:v philosophv -
the "verifiability theory," rvhich held that the rreaning of a

statement is its rnethod of verification - seemed to rnake behav_
ioris,r ahnost unavoidable: if the oniy evide,ce vou courd have for
veri$ring claims about rvhat other people are thinking is
the behavior they exhibit, then to sav rhat thev are thi,ki,g must
be nothing more than to sav that rhev tend to exhibit cerrain
behaviors.

The verifiability theory has long since been abandoned, fbr a

number of reasons, not the least of which is that, sir.rce it is hard to
see how the theory itself could be verified, it is also harcl to see hou,
it could fail to imply its own meaningiessness; and rvith the verifi_
abiliry theory qoes the strongest arsumenr rhat could possibly be
given for behaviorism, in the abse,ce of which its proble,rs seenr
ovenvhehning. For one thing, it is notoriously diflcult ro see hor.v
talk about minds could ever be completely reduced to talk about
behavior.To say that to believe it is raining is just to be disposed to
put on galoshes or look for an umbrella is obviously not quite the
whole story. Someone who believes that it is raining will do these
things onlv if he or she desires nor to lJet wet, and a desire is itself a
kind ofmental state. So the behaviorist now has to :rnalyze trrc dasire
not to gct pel in terms of behavior, in order to cotnplete the
analysis of the bclie-f thttt it is rainingi, the same rernrs. Bur sonreone
rvill desire not to get wet only if, for example, I,re or she also
fear catching cold, and thc .fear thdt onc will catch rold is thus
yet another nrental state that nrust be analyzed in ternrs of
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behavior - a mental state that wil in turn be present only if a fur-
ther mental state, the belief that getting wet causes cords is also present,
and which will also have to be given a behaviorist analysis.And so
on ad inJinitura'There seems, accordingly, no way for the behavior-
ist ever to cash out all taik about mental states and processes in
terms of nothing but behavior.

More fundamentally, the theory leaves out the subjectiviry that,
as we saw in chapter 2, seems essential to the mind.Whether or not
I know about other peoptei minds from behavior alone, that is
surely not how I know about my own: it,s not as if I have to catch
myself in a mirror screaming and crying before I can conclude
"Hey,look at thatl I must be in pain!,,The subject ofthoughts and
experiences appears to have an access to them that others do not
have, an access that does not rest on the observation ofbehavior.
Indeed, given this subjectiviry behavior of any sort seems inessen-
tial to the mind.A good acor could convincingly exhibit all the
behavior associated with the most excruciating pain, and yet not
be in pain at all; an even befter actor could really be suffering
excruciating pain and yet, to all appearances, be feeling nothing.
The mental facts - the presence or lack of the "qualia'iassociate"d
with pain - would in either case consist entirely of what was
going on from the "inneq" subjective point of view of the actor,
and be knowable only from that point ofview, the behavior being
irrelevant.

The issue of causationis also relevant here, as it was in the discus-
sion of dualism. one of the materialistt objections ro duarism is
that it allegedly fails fuiiy to accounr for the fact that mental states
are the causes of behavior. But behaviorism also fails to take
account of this. For if mentai states are identical to behavior, they
can't be the causes ofit: your belief that itt raining doesn't causeyort
to get your umbrella, according to the behaviorist;it is your getting
your umbrella. To take seriously the materiarist's commitmeni
to the causal efficacy of the mental requires the rejection of
behaviorism.

I
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r
ithe identity theory
Inspired by the fact that mental states and processes seem clearly to
be inner processes ofsonre sort, and states and processes that cause

outward behavior, materialists turned away from behaviorisrn in
the 1950s and 1960s and tended to favor instead the identity theory.

If mental states and processes are the causes of behavior, but causes

that are in some r'vay inside the one exhibiting the behavior and

thns unobservable, then there seems to be an obvious candidate

from the materialist point of view fornvhere exactiy such inner
causes might be found: the brain. In this view, mental states and

processes are just neurological states and processes; that is, they are

states and processes ofthe brain and central nervous systenr.The
mind is identical to the brain.

Here again we have a claim that seems sirnple and obvious,
but which in reaiiry is neither.The idea is that any given mentai
state - your thought about your grandnlother, the sensation of
pain in your lower back, your lnemory of your last trip to Londor.r

- is the exact sanle thing as the firing of such-and-such a ciump of
neurons in 1'our brain.It is inrportant to understand precisely r,vhat

this nreans. It is nol the claim that rvhat happens in the niind is

afected by what happens in the brain - that the Gelings and sensa*

tions you have,your abilities to remenlber and think clearly, and so

forth, depend on various neural structures and processes. No-one
denies that - certainly not the dualist, who insists, as rve've seen,

that the mind and brain interact with one another (even ifhe has a

hard time explaining how). Ifthat rvere all the identity theory were

saying, it wouldn't be very interesting or controversial.The theorv
is, rather, not that your thought is cattsed by such-and-such neurons

firing, but that it ls such-and-such neurons firing.There is nothing

more to the thought than that. Certain electrochemical signals

are sent from one part of the brain to another; and that, and

only that, is rvhat constitutes a thought, feeling, or sensation. If
you were able to peer inside someone's skull and somehor,v see
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rhe neurons firing, you would, literaily, be looking at his or herthoughts.
If that doesn,t sound strange to you, you probably haven,tunderstood the theory correctly. It is meant to sound strange; or atleast, it is not meant to sound obvious. Identiry theorists tookrhemselves to be putting forward . botar.i.rtific hypothesis. not aconlmon sense ffuism.The idea was that the identification of themind with the brain ofShlto U. r...piJ.s the latest in a longseries of scientific reductionist .*ptaa.ri.rr. As noted earlier,everyday physical things like tabres ."a .rrri^, rr,ough they seem tobe ufterly impenetrabL objects *iil;;;, like coior, raste, andodor, are reariy nothing bur-r*..,rr, 

"f.;l;;;rr,.doriess, a.d rasre_less microscopic partiJes. physical 
"bj;.;;;;". been ,,reduced,,to

collections of moiecules ancl atonrs'b; .;
Si milarry, p,"p ;;i* lik; ;; ."ii,'i,r.i,rlni:ff ilil]":lff:been reduced ro properries 

:f ,ggr;g;;;li'-ot...,r.r, or aronls.So water turns out to be nothini;rh.r;; a particular chemicalcompound, a composite of hydrogen and orygen: H,O. Heat, touse anorher rypical exa.mple, i, notirg bur the motion of mole_cules - high mean molecular kin.ri. ir.lgy, to be slightly ,roreprecise. Such reductions reveal the true,.ir." ofeveryday conr_monsense phenonrena, and allow us to understand them and pre_dict their behavior u,ith greater pr".rJ"r"rfr"n common sensemakes possible.
Reductions somedmes take place witltin science: the biologicalconcept of the gene, for instance, tLrrns our to be reducible to thenrore fundamental concept ofDNA.This sort ofexample is calledan "interrheoretic reductitn,,: the ,"d".;;;",;lat is, ofthe iaws andontology of one scientific theory r" ,ir.r"-.f .rother.The ontol_ogy ofa theory is.just the list of the basic ."nri., it posrulares, suchas the molecules, atoms, and sub-atomic particles of moclernphysics; rhe laws of rhe rheory ,- ,h;;;;;.tfr., i. says govern theactivities of the entities in its 

"",.f.gy, ,r.[ ], tn" principles ofquanturx rnechanics rhat are said to govern the basic entities
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postulated by physics. In the case ofan inter-theoretic reduction,
the entities of the theory that gets reduced turn out to be identical
to, or "nothing but," the entities spoken of by the reducing
theory: genes, to over-simplify again, turn out to be reducible to,
or are in reality nothing but, aspects of DNA.There is, accordingly,
a law-like connection between the entities of the reduced and
reducing theories: in every case where such-and-such a gene is
present, such-and-such an aspect of DNA is also present.

The identity theory is sometimes formulated as a kind ofinter-
theoretic reduction. Our ordinary, commonsense wa1, of talking
about our minds and of explaining our behavior in terms of what
is happening in our minds - speaking of be1ieft and desires, for
example, or of a persont behavior as being caused by certain spe-
cific beliefs and desires - is claimed to be a quasi-scientific "the-
or1'." It is, to be sure, not a sophisticated theory, stated with
mathematical precision, created by an eccentric academic or grad-
uate student, protlered in the lecture ha1l or tested in the labora-
tory. But it does, or so it is argued, have certain Gatures of a

scientific theory. It has a compiex ontoiogy - it talks not only of
belieft and desires, but also of hopes, fears, experiences, feelings,

emotions, sensations - and it appeals to certain quasi-larv-like gen-
eralizations: that a desire for a cheeseburger will tend to cause one
to eat a cheeseburger, that the sensation of pain lvill tend to cause

moaning and complaining, or that the belief that danger is near
will tend to cause fleeing the scene. Since this "theory" is a theory
about the mind, and since it is a theory that is held by the "com-
mon people" as much as by the educated, it is typically referred to
by philosophers as.,[o/k psychology.The identity theory can thus be

expressed as the hypothesis that folk psycholo€Jy can be reduced to
neuroscience, the science of the brain.Just as the theorl, that spoke
of genes and the like turned out to be reducible to a theory that
speaks instead in terms of DNA, so too should we reduce beliefs,
desires, experiences, sensations, and emotions, to brain states and
processes.
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Identity theorists appeal, in defense of their theory, to tht: sortsof considerations a.lduced earlier in a"", 
"f rr.,.rialisnr in gen_eral, and ro the depenclence of *.io.r, ,p..ific kinds of rnentalfunctions (language, visiol, etc.) on ,rr.io.,', ,p..ific regions of thebrain in particular. They acknowl"d;;";, their theory mightseem courlter_inruitive: how, it rnight be askecl, can ,"Oj;.,";thoughts and sensarions be nothinf t r.r, 

'.t..,.o.hemical 
signalspassing berween nerve cells?_But tliey rlro rrot. that a able, forinstance, does not seem rnuch like a collection of particles. even

i, * "H::fi;:' "::':" :'.;. 
;;;on- u..o.,,,ii;;;;

conln,on sense, rhar.:il; i:j[:f::,:T,:[:x too .h.r.{q.;
There are, howc-vc

theory,*r,i.h,,,"t".;t,TT:::H::il*1T,,['j'"*:;i:TX
has to do with a technical discincdon ,ria" U, philosophersbetweell types andro&ers. conside. trre sentence:..The cat is on themat." f{6rl, many words are in that ,..r,.r..iffre answer dependson r.vhetherrve count,.the,,once o.*i." if*e count.,the,,as onervord, rve are counring it by type; if *" co.rrrt it tr.l,ice (since itappears twice in the sentence) we are counting its roAens.There areJlue difrerent words in the sentence if*; ;;,;: word rypes, anci srxif we count word tokens.-What is true of *o.d, is also true ofmental states and brain-states (and pretty mr.h .r...ything else, forthat nratter). W'e can, for instance, dil;il ber$,een a generaltype oI mental srare (for example, the beiief that it is raining) andparticuJar tokens of tl:

rai,ing tha t r had ."n;.T,r,::s;:;itrh,i:;,ff111r.*;
that I had lastApril 16, the betief that i, i;;.,;;"* rhat yo, had onMay 1, and so on).The iclentiry theory *r, 

".r*rrrffy intended aswhat migirt be called , .,ryp"_i,l.rr,rr;; ,i..ly it clainred thatfbr each epe of mental staie (the f,,.ii.i ,i", it is raining, theb^elief that, it is su,ny. the desire fb. ; ;;;J;burger, the desiretor a coc:kie, and so on ancl on) there could ultimately berrratched, one-to_one, a specific type of brain state (neuronal
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{iring pattern of type A, neuronal firing pattern of type B,

and so forth).
The trouble is that it seems clear that there can'tbe such a neat

matching, because there can't be such a thing as a 1aw-like correla-
tion between mental states and brain states. Reca1l a point made

above in response to behaviorism: a person will typically desire not
to get wet only if he or she has other mental states, such as a fear of
catching cold and a belief that getting u'et tends to cause colds;

moreover, he or she will have those nlental states only if he or she

also believes that catching a cold will be unpleasant, and desires to

avoid this unpleasantness more than desiring to frolic in the rain,

etc. Any given mental state, then, is never had individually, but
involves the having of other mental states as well; and it typically
also involves there being rational connections between the mental

states one has. It is because one believes that catching coid is
unpleasant and that getting wet tends to cause colds that one inJers

that one had better not get wet, and then draws the further infer-
ence that since going out in the rain, however pleasant, will cause

getting wet, one had better not go out in the rain.

So there are logical relations between mental states that partially
determine precisely which mental states one will have, if one has

any at all. But there seem just obviously to be no such relations

between neurons firing in the brain. It would be absurd to say -
indeed, it isn't clear what it could even mean to say - that "neuronal

firing pattern of rype A logically entails neuronal firing pattern of
type B," or that "the secretion of luteinizing hormone is logically
inconsistent with the firing of neurons 6,092 thro,tgh 8,887."
Neurons and hormone secretions have causal relations berween
them; but logical relations - the sort of relations between propos-
itions like "It is raining outside" and "It is wet outside" - are not
causal. There seems to be no way to match up sets of iogically
interrelated mental states with sets of rnerely causally interrelated
brain states, and thus no way to reduce the mental to the physical.

The best we can hope for is a kind of "token-identity" theory:
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particular mental state tokens are identical to particular brain statetokens - your belief that,it,s raining is identical to the firing ofsome neurons or other _ but there is no way to correlate mental
state.and_ brain state types in a law_like ,,rr.y, rro way to describe therelationship between them in terms ofa.igo.otr, scientific theory.This sort of view is sometimes called, aiomalous monism,a labelcoined by Donald Davidson (1917_20()3), the philosopher mostclosely associated with it; mental events are identical a pfryri..i
evenrs, the physical being all that ultimately exists 

. 
(herce"monism"); but there is noway to formulate any scientific lawsconnecting the mental and the physical (hence the adjective"anomalous").

A related problem with the identiry theory is that it seems pos_sible that there could be creatures that have minds even though
they lack brains; the mind, that is ro say, seems,,multiply realizable,,
- somerhing that could be.,realized,,,or exist in, systems other thanthose composed of neurons. Divine beings and angels would beobvious examples, and even most atheists would admit that suchbeings are at least metaphysically possible, whether or not they
exist in the actual world. Extrat....rr.i.k with physiological charl
acteristics utterly different from our o*r, _ *ith nothinjremoteiy
similar to human brains or nervous systems _ and androids withartifi.cial brains composed of silicon, plastic, and copper r.viring,
rvould also seem potential candidates io....",r.., that can be saidto thinA and feel despite..iacking our neurological makeup. Butthen, if minds could possibly exiit in physical Jyrt"rrx other rhan rbrains, how can they be identicalto b..i.rri " "" "'"_' 

I

Functionalism
The multiple reatizability objection leads us naturally _ as it his_torically led most materiarists - to the form ofmateriarism that hasbeen dominant in the phiiosophy of _i.rJ since the 1970s.
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Functionalism takes as its starting point the observation that rnanv
things are properly characterized not in terlns of the stutTout of
rvhich they are nrade,but ratherbl, refercnce to the functions they
pertbrnr. A knile is deflned by its ability to cut, not irs trraterial
composition; whether the knife is made of steel or plastic is rrrele-
vant to its status as a knife.The game pieces of checkers are defined
in terms of the functions each piece plays in the course of the
gane:usually the pieces are madc out of plastic and moved about
on a cardboard suface. but in principle one could drar.v a checkers
board on the beach, and play the ganre usir.rg crushed beer cans and
dead crabs. Of course. not just any sort of niaterial composition
wiil do: it r.vould be ditficult to play checkers u,.irh game pieces
rnade of siraving cream, and a knife made out of shaving cream
wouldn't truly be a knife at all. Br-it the point is that there is still no
-cpccilir kind of physical stuflthat knives or checkers pieces have to
be nrade out of, lots ofthines could do thejob, as long as thev have
the right sort of structure to perfornr the requisite fur-rctions.

The functionalist clairns that something sin-rilar is true of
mental states and processes. It is not the stuff of rvhich it is made
that rnakes a particular mental state rhe kind it is - u,hether the
firing of neurons or otherr,vise - but rather rvhat it does, and, in
particular, what sorts of causes and efTects it has.IThat nrakes a sen-
sation of pain the kind of thing it is, is that it is caused bv damage
to the body and tends to cause in turn certain other nrental states,

like anxiery as rvell as behaviors like screarning and crving.What
rnakes the beiiefthat it is raining the sort of thinc it is, is tl-rat it tends
to be caused by light reflected from raindrops striking rhe retinas,
tencls in turn, and when a desire to stav dry is also present, to caltse
certain other mental states such as the intention to get an r-rnrbrella,
and tends, in tandem with these other rrrental states, to c:ruse

bodily behavior like eoing to the closet ro set an umbrella. Mental
states are to be defined, then, in terrns of their causal relations to
other mental states, and ultimately this sl,stem of mental states is
itself to be defined in terms of its causal relations to the inputs
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provided by environmental influences on the sensory organs and
the outputs manifested in bodily behavior.That the whole system
manifests the specific kinds of causal relations it does is what makes
each element within it a distinctly mental state or process, and what
makes the system as a whole a mind;whether this system is instan-
tiated in a human brain, the slimy innards of an extra-terrestrial, or
the silicon central processing unit ofa sophisticated robot is irrele-
vant. Just as anything performing the right sort of function is a

kniG, whether made of plastic, steel, or something else, so too can
anything manifesting the right sorr of causal relations be said to
have a mind, whether it is a creature with a nervous system like
ours or some very different sort of being altogether: an E! an
android, or an angel.

One of the advantages claimed for this view is that it allows
for an analysis of the mind that is, in principle, neutral between
materialism and dualism. Functionalisnr per se holds only that
mental states are to be defined in terms of their causal relations;it
does not rule out the possibility that these causal relations might be
instantiated in a Cartesian immaterial substance rather than in
something physical. But of course the theory also a1lows that
something that n entirely material could have a mind, as iong as it
is complex enough to manifest the relevant causal relations, and
the human brain, being the most complex object known to us,

surely fulfills this requirement. Functionalism thereby makes pos-
sible an explanation of the mind in purely physical terms, and this,
together with Occam's razor, seems to favor materialism over dual-
ism. Moreover, since the theory holds that minds could be instan-
tiated in systems other than brains, it is sometimes suggested that
functionalism allows the materialist to rebut the dualist's conceiv-
ability argument: if it seems conceivable that the mind couid exist
apart from the brain, this might simply be because mental states are

multiply reaiizable - possibly instantiated in physical sysrems orher
than brains - and not because they can exist totally independent of
any rnaterial substrate. Thus functionalism, even if in principle
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consistent with dualism, has in practice become the favored theory
of materialists.

Sonre might question whether the idea ofmultiple realizabiliry
on which functionalism rests, is really al1 that plausible in the first
place. Should we accept so readiiy the suggestion that a sophisti-
cated robot, of the sort described in the science-fiction r.rovels of
Isaac Asimov, in the Tbrminalor rnovies, or the character Data on
StarTiek,can be said literally to think and feel as we do? Ifwe accept

that such creations offiction are at least conceivable - that rve can

coherently imagine a creature constructed of nothine but steel and

plastic, yet which has a mind - then this would seem to give some
support to the functionalist.After all, if you could really meet Data
or theTerminator and ellgage in a conversation with them, wouid
you really have any doubt that they were as intelligent as you? If
Data asked you what time it was, wouldn't this be reason to think
he desired to know the time? If the Terminator told you he had

come from the far future. wouldn't this be evidence that he believed

that that's where he came from? Beliefs and desires are kinds of
mental states;so anything that possessed them could surely be said

to have a mind. One might, nevertheless, object that such creatures

wouldn't have the-fee/lngs and emotions we have. But why couldn't
they? Doesn't this objection reflect merely the bias of science-
fiction writers for the stereorype of the cold, unfeeling machine
rather than any objective limits on the kind ofrobots that might in
theory be constructed? The functionalist, it must be remembered,
holds that feelings and ernotions too are nothing but states havine
certain kinds of causal relations.'Why couidn't such states be built
into a robot? Ifa robot had an internal state that rvas caused by
damage to its body, that caused it to scream and cry out and look
frantically for ways to repair the damage, r,vhy wouldn't this count
as pain? Ifyou saw Data flailing on the ground, shrieking and sob-
bing and holding his side after having been shot with a ray gun,
wouldn't you try to help him? Would you say to hinr "Cut it out,
you're j ust a robot - you don' t re ally feel anything! " (And rvhat if he
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told you that it hurt hrs feelings to hear you say that? Mightn,t you
wonder at leasr a rittre whether he reary did have f..1i.rgr"rft.. a,i)

T'he functionalist would ..grr. fr.th., that the suggestion thatthere could be thinking and feeling robors cannot in any event be
dismissed by anyone who takes ,.1iorrly the general nraterialist
claim that r,ental states and processes ,.e errti..ly 

"xplicable 
t y.J

erence,to states and processes of the brain.A .l,rmp of ,eu.orrs is,after ail, no less purely physicai than a cluster of silicon .orrpr,..
chips in the head ofa robot.Why should it be so ourrageous ro sug_
gest that something whose,,brain,'is macle ofsuch .otprt.. .hii,
can think and Gel as we do?Why should electrical ..rr..rr, prrri,rg
between compurer chips be any less capable ofproducing ,rr.nr"j
states than electrochernical signals sent Letween neurons?

_ A single neuron perfornx a relatively simple task: it gets signals
from some neurons andthen sends signals to others..W.iy .oid.r,,
a computer chip do that? Suppose a very small clump ofyour neu_
rons were replaced by tiny compurer chips, and thaithey received
and sent signals in just the way the original neurons did. Is there
any doubt that you d bejust as conr.io.rs ,nd capable ofthought asyou were before? An artificial heart doesn,t make the plrson.ll..i"]"g it any less capable ofpunrping blood: an artificial heart isstill a heart, because it performs the fr-n.tiors of a heart. So why
should artificial neurons be any less capable ofsupporting thought
and feeling, if they do exactly wh.t .eri neurons at; Srppor. ni._
ther that the nerve endings in your hand were replaced by artificial
nerve endings - made,of microscopic wires, o. the sorts of tiny
rtrechanisms familiar from nanotechnology _ that functioned
exactly as rhe originals did, registering dril"g. to the body, the
presence ofheat and cold, and so forth. Is there any reason to doubt
that you d,be just as capable of feeling pain, warmth, or coolness asyou were before? If so, why exactly? The artificial nerve endings
f1ncgiyn physically in exactly the sanre way as rhe originals;so whvshouldn't their ultimate effects be the same? Now imagine thatother neurons and nerve endings are gradually replaced in a
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similar fashion, and also that various organs - a liver, a kidney, a

lung - are replaced by extremely complex and sophisticated dupli-

cates, constructed of piastic, stee1, and silicon but which exactly

mirnic the functioning of the originals. Is there any reason to

doubt that you would be able to think and feel just as well as you

ever did? The new orllans and neurons function phystcalTy exactly

as the originals did; so why wouldn't their end results be identical

as well? (And if yort do somehow lose the abiliry to think and

feei as before, exactly when does this happen? Repiacing one dump

of neurons or nerve endings had no such effect - so why should

replacing two, three, two thousand, or two million?) Finally, imag-

ine that eventually yo sr entirebody and nervous system is replaced

by these artificial duplicates. Is there any doubt that you'd be just as

conscious as )'ou were before? Again, if so, why exactly?Your new

parts are entirely physical, but so were your original neurons and

organs, and the new parts function exactly as the originais did. So

r,vhat reason could there be for doubting that you still have a mind?

Notice, however, that you rvould in effect have become a robot.

But ifyou, having been transformed gradualiy into a robot, could

nevertheless think and feel, why deny that other tobots - the kind

made in a factory or laboratory - might also?

As this argument indicates, functionalism is closely tied to the

idea that the brain is akindof computer,wtth the mind a kind ofpro-

gram'.the software that runs on the hardware of the brain.We will
explore this in greater detail in chapter 6. Suflice it for now to note

that this suggestion provides the materialist with a way of elucidat-

ing the functionalist thesis, and of arguing that it eliminates the

mystery of how sonlething purely material couid have a mind.

A computer program is something abstract - a mathematical

structure that can be understood and specified, on paper or in the

programmert mind, long before anyone implements it in a

machine.Yet for the program to become "real" - for it to have

any impact on the physical world and be usable by us - it must be

so implemented. Unless you can download it on to an actual piece

of cornp
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': cornputer hardware, it rernains pureiy abstract and i,efficacious.
.: rreedn't be any partiatlar.o-p.rt., that does the job _ ro_. pro_:rarrs could be run on almost any comprrter _ but there must be:-./le computer or other that does it.This may serve as a firting anal_
'''5' for the mind: we can understand the mind in functionalist
::rms, by abstracting away from it any of the physical details of itsrnrplementation in human brains and focusing only on its causai,rrucrure.This may give the illusion that it is capable of existing:part from some implementation;but in fact,jurilik" , .ornpr,.i
rrosram, it must be implemented in some physical system o. oth..
- and if not necessarily in a human b..irr, th.r, p"rhaps in a robotic
or extraterrestrial brain. Furthermore, despite a program,s abstract
character, there is no mystery about hou,, it can be run on a pieceof computer hardware. But then, by analogy, there need be nornvsrery about how the mind can be irsta.rti"ated in the brain: likecomputer software. it is merely an instance of a complex ,brrr..,
structlrre being realized in a complex piece ofmarter.

The burden of proof
Despite the ambiguities that plague artemprs to give the material_ist thesis a precise formulation, then, it ..-"i.,, powerful. If thecomlnonsense, down to earth character of materialism is some_
times overstated by its advocates, it nevertheless
support frorn general trends in mod".rr r.r.r... i;:T;"":::tffi:
tionalism, materialists 

lave I promising general philosophical
theory of how the mind mighibe ,.rlir.d-io something purelymateriai, and there is compelling evidence from neuroscience thatmentai states and processes are indeed inextricably tied to states
and processes ofrhe brain.'what 

i.rplications does an of this have for the dispute betweenr,aterialism and dualism? Many materialists are ofthe opinion thatthe considerations adduced so far are sufficient by themselves to
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establish the rational superiority of their creed. Materialism is, in
their estimation, fully capable in principle of explaining the mind.
The work remaining is little more than a mopping up operation,
the mere filling in of details. Dualists have eflectively been refuted;
at the very 1east, the burden of proof lies with them, not with the
materialists. Given the overall evidence, materialism has a pre-
sumption in its favor. It is innocent until proven guilry.

So it might seem. Dualists could reply, however, that the philo-
sophical advantage claimed by materialism may be illusory, with
the current consensus in its favor a reflection more of intellectual
fashion than of objective, dispassionate evaluation of the relevant

arguments.In particular, dualists might argue that there is no good
reason to take seriously the suggestion that, in the debate between
materialism and dualism, it is materialism which must get the bene-
fit of the doubt.The purported historical justification for such an

attitude is familiar enough: for centuries, it is said, materialists and

their opponents did philosophical battle, with neither side gaining
the advantage;but then along came modern science, and phenom-
ena which previously seemed inexplicable except in terms of
supernatural forces increasingly succumbed to materialistic explan-
ation.The mind is merely the last holdout, and that circumstance is

only temporary; for with the rise of neuroscience, we now stand

on the threshold of finally explaining the mentai in entirely phys-
ical terms. and the materialist worldview will thereafter be com-
pletely vindicated. But however influential it has been, this

historical-phiiosophicai case has, arguably, been overstated.

First, the advance of science, far from settling the mind-body
problem in favor ofmaterialisnl, seems to have made it more acute.

Modern science has, as noted in chapter 2, revealed that physical

objects are composed of intrinsically colorless, tasteless, and odor-
less particles. Colors, tastes, and odors thus, in some sense, exist

only in the mind of the observer.But then it is mysterious how
they are related to the brain, which, like other material objects, is

composed of nothing more than colorless, tasteless, and odorless

particles.
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particles. Science also tells us that the appearance of purpose in
nature is an illusion: strictly speaking, fins, for example, don,t have
rhe purpose of propelling fish through the warer, for they have in
tact no purpose at all,being the products of the same meaningiess
and impersonal causal processes that are supposed to have brought
about all complex phenomena, including organic ph.norl.rra.
Rather, fins merely operate as if they had such a purpose, because
the creatures that first developed them, as a result of a random
genetic mutation, just happened thereby to have a competitive
advantage over those that did not.The result mimicked the prod_
ucts ofpurposeful design; in realiry it is said, there was no design at
all. But if purposes are thus "mind dependent,,- not rruly p..r..rt
in the physical world but only prqected on to it by us - then this
makes that act ofprojection, and the intentionality ofwhich it is an
instance (as are human purposes, for that matter) ar least difTicult to
explain in terms of processes occurring in the brain, which seem
intrinsically as brutely meaningless and purposeless as are all other
purely physical processes. In short, science has 

,,explained,,the 
sen_

sible qualities and meaning that seem to comnlon sense to exist in
realiry only by sweeping them under the rug of the mind; that is, it
hasnt really explained rhem at all, but merely put offany explan_
ation by relocating them out of the physical and into the mental
realm.There they remain, however, forming a considerable bump
under the rug - one that seemingly cannot be removed by further
scientific sweeping.

Second, the debate over materialism has arguably never been
more than tangentially concerned with how best to explain
physical phenomena - the motions of the planets, the nature of
chemical reactions, or even the origins of 1ife. That is to say,
straightforwardly scientific issues seem never to have been the cru-
cial ones. Rather, the debate has, for two a,d a half millennia,
focused primarily on three fundamental metaphysical issues: the
nature ofthe mind and its relation to the body, the ontological ancl
epistemological status of mathematical and other apparently

ft
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abstract objects, and the question of the existence of God' For

materialism now genuinely to have the upper hand would require

that materialist arguments have been victorious, or have at least

been shown to be considerably more plausible, in each of these

subject domains. Has this happened? No one familiar rvith the

recent history of philosophy can honestly think so.

This is obviously so in the case of the first dor-nain,which is the

very subject presently at issue. Materialism may be the majoriry

position in contemporary philosophy of mind, but not because

anvone has proved it true. tndeed, as rve wili see in succeeding

chapters, virtually all the r.vork done today by materialist philoso-

phers of mind consists, at bottom, of trying to defend their favored

brands of materialism against various objections, which are impli-

crtl-v or explicitiy anti-materialist in character, that is, to the effect

rhat the brand ofmaterialisrn in question fails genuinely to explain

some given mental phenomenon (intentionaliry qualia, etc') in

entireiy physical terms. Moreover, these objections are rypically
*.,ariations on the same criticisms of materialism that have been

sir-en for 2,500 years, rvith modern materialists no closer to

:ns$.ering them decisively than Lvere their intellectual forebears.

Dr.ialists rnight argue that the fact that the project of naturalizing

:he mind - of attempting to show it to be explicable without

:.sorting to non-physical properties - is as popular as it is a sign

.rt the r,veakness of materialist phiiosophy of mind, rather than

oi strength; for if there were no serious doribt that the mind is

erplicable in pureiy material terms, the naturalization project

should have been largeiy accomplished long ago' Again, the

dominance of materialism in the phiiosophy of mind would seem

ro resr largely on the belief that materialism has been established

everr.rvhere e/se, so that it is reasonable to expect it to succeed

rvhere the mind is concerned.

But it seems clear that materialisrn has not been established

everywhere else, at least if we keep in mind that it is metaphysical

disputes, not scienti{ic ones, which have historically been at issue'
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consider the second domain of debate berween materialists and
their opponents, namely, the debate over abstract objects. Among
philosophers, mathematics has long been the paradigm of know_
ledge that is absolutely certain, 

"rrd 
thrt is because the truths of

mathematics are necessdry rruths, true in all possibre worrds. For this
reason, it seems clear that these truths cannot be trr-rths about any_
thing either mental or material: facts about the rnentar are facts
about a sub-iective reaim, but mathematics is objectively true, utterry
independent of human interests; facts about the materiar world are
facts about a realm that is constantly in flux, a domain of contin_
gency, but mathematical facts are unchanging and erernal.
Mathematics thus seems to describe a third realm, a domain of
abstract entities - numbers, geometrical forms _ that cannot be
reduced to either the mental or the physical; that is, it seems to lead
to what is called platonism (after plato, the philosopher most widelv
associated with this sort of view). Many philosophers have of .or.r.
attempted to disprove this conception ofmathemadcs, and to show
that mathematical truth can, despite appearances, be naturalized.
The point is that such attempts hrrr., rtt.rt, consistently proven to
be higtrly controversial, and, more commonly, re3ected by most
philosophers as ultimately implausibie.The dialeccic is familiar to
philosophers of mathematics: the nature of mathemadcal truth
seems inevirably to lead to platonism; naturalistically inclined
philosophers try to show otherwise; their attempts then prove to be
riddled with insuperable difficulties, or even subtly to entaii
Platonism of a different kind. This pattern seems to be the same
today as it has been for the whole history of philosophy. And if
anything, it is not naturalism but platonism _ appearing as it does to
follow inevitably from the nature ofmarh.-.tl.r, 

"rd 
Laving with_

stood every atempt to disprove it _ which ought to get the benefit
of the doubt, especially given that -"rry -Lh.maticians rhem_
selves, in their philosophical momenrs, tend to be piatonists.

What holds for mathematical objects holds no less for other
apparently abstract entities. When we understand a truth of
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mathematics,we grasp a proposition- the proposition that 2 + 2 = 4,
say. But we also grasp propositions when we understand any
other kind of truth, and, as in mathematics, the objects of our
understanding seem clearly to be neither mental nor physical. In
understanding the Pythagoreall theorem, or that caesar was assas-
sinated on the Ides of March, you and I understand the same thing
in each case. It is not that I understand my own subjective
Pythagorean theorem and you understand yours; what we under_
stand is something objective, somerhing that holds true independ_
ently of either of our minds. So it cannot be something ,rr.rrrrl. Br,
neither can it be somethi,g material, for rhe fact the theorem
describes lr.,ouid hold true whatever occurs in the physical world,
and even if there were no physical world.This, again, is no less true
of propositions abour physical things: the proposition that Caesar
was assassinated on the Ides of March would remain true even if
the entire physical universe disappeared tonlorrow; in grasping it,
you can't be grasping something nraterial.This way of putting the
argument for propositions as abstract, immaterial entities is associ_
ated with Gottlob Frege (1848-1925),brtthe basic idea goes back
a long way in the history of philosophy, and ultimately, to plato.
Plato is also associated, of course, with the idea that our words for
the properties ofthings - redness, roundness, or goodness * refer to
uniuersals or forms which exist in some sense abstractly, independ-
ently ofparticular concrete objects (that is, particular red, round, or
good things). Nominalists famously deny this, but equally
famously, rheir attempts to make sense of properties without
appealing to abstract universals tend either to be implausible or to
entail a subtle commitment to universals after all.

Al1 ofthis is conrroversial;indeed, that is precisely the point.The
debate over these marters is simply no closer today to being settred,
much less settled in favor of materialism or naturalism, than it ever
was.llhere have always been critics of platonism about mathemat-
ics, propositions, and properties, and they have always failed deci_
sively to rnake their case. For all that, they may turn our to be
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. :recr. _But ifso, no one has yet shown that they wiI. If naturalism_.,-rur these purportedly abstract entities i, arro."a by "*;;;"#r=r rnay be only because,as in thephilosophy ofmina,pfrrf"r"pi"l,
.l-:l:-rli: naruralism or marerialism has.been somehow estab_...co rn other contexts, and so rnusr be the corrcct vlew to take in.1r) one. But then the state of things i, tt " a"Urt" over abstractire:rs cannot,be appealed ,o ., iri.f.rrj.rr, .rrrd..,.e of there-Jing a reasonable presumption in favor ofmaterialism g.....llf 

--
fhe sante thing appears to be true where the debate over the::nstence of God is concerned.There are, of course, a nunrber of,::ndard objections to the traditiorrt 

".g.r;.nts for God,s exist_:i.i.e. But there has also been in recent j..rd., 
a great revival of.:rrerest among philosophers in the phiiosophy of rlhgio" i" ;;:-ral and in rhe tradirional theistic ;grr;.; in parricular. Manv,-onremporary philosophers of religion hold thai ,fr. i..afrf""Jfrrqurlents can be reformulated in a lvay that makes them i_-rr.:o rhe usual objections,and that many 

"f ;;r. objections rest in:he first piace on misunderstandirrg, o. *olr.i."r,rres. So philo_.ophically sophisticated is the wolk of ,fr.r" ....nt defenders of:raditionai religious beliel and ," ,igrifi.;;t is the chalrenge itfoses to atheistic naturalism, that the"prominent atheist philoso-pher Quentin Smith has gone as far as to concede that,,rhe _"o"trnalority of naturalist philosophers fr."" ,, ,r;.*ffi,.;r"i;";
naturalism is trr-re and an unjustified belief that theism (or super_naturalism) is false.,, Smithi r.iew is "", ifr., these naturalisticphil0sophers are mistaken - as an atheist, he shares their naturalisrn- but rather that most ofhis fellor,v 

"",r.rfirr, ,rd atheists have nornrlde a serio.us attenlpt to,grapple with the powerful argumentsrhat can and have be.,., ,rade fo. the o,h". ridi, ro that the level ofconfidence they have in rhe truth .f ,fr.J"*, position is unwar*ranted. The question of r,vhether God exists ir, i, ,trorr, as iive aphilosophical issue as it ever *rr, 
"rra ..rrro, ...ror..biy beassumed to have been settled-in a way rfrr, *oria provide supportlbr a presumption in favor ofnaturalism and materialism.
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A materialist could accept these points about the debate over
mathematics, propositions, properties, and God (as Smith appears to
do) - nothing said in this section shows, or is intended to show that
materialism is faise. But to accept them would be to acknowledge
that there is no basis {or a presumption rnfavor of a materialist account
ofthe nrind. Such an account may have to stand or till entirely on its

own merits. Of course, if one can independently argue for a broadly
naturalistic account ofmathematics, propositions, properties, and the

origins of the universe, then one could reasonably hold materialism
to be the natural default position to take in the philosophy ofmind.
But by the same token, if one has instead independent reasons to
endorse Platonism and/ or theism, one would thereby have strong
grounds for giving duaLism the benefit of the doubt. The a priori
plausibility of either side in the debate bet\,veen materialism and

dualisrn depends largely on the background metaphysical assump-

tions brought to bear in evaluating that debate. If those metaphysical

issues have not been settled in favor ofmaterialism, then there are no
grounds for putting the burden of proof on the dualist.

Materialism, then, r.vhatever its merits, may not be in quite as

overwhelmingly strong a position as is often assumed.This is espe-

cially so when one considers that nothing said so far has really
undermined the arguments for dualism discussed in the previous
chapter. Even the claim made by some materialists that the mindt
nrultiple realizabiliry sutEces to explain away the dualist conceiv-
abiliry argument is dubious: for the point of that argument is not
that it is conceivable that the mind could exist in physical systems

other than the brain, but rather that it is conceivable that it could
exist apart fron't anything physical at all. So far we have seen no
reason ltor doubting this.

Yet to giue a reason for doubting it r'vould seem necessary if
materialism is to be established; and accomplishing this - showing
that it is not euen conceiuable that the mind could exist apart from
the physical world - is surely a tall order. If the interaction problem
poses a difiiculty for dualism, the dualistic arguments we've

exarnined pos,
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l*rdl:d_pose an equally daunting challenge to materialism.
Accordingly, the materialist has so far alhieved stalemate at most, andappeals to the advance of.science, the greater parsimony of arnaterialist ontology, general correlations ierween the mind an<ibrain, etc., ultirnately cannot break it. Materialists must go beyondthis, and show that all the various specific .rp..u of the mind _
qualia and consciousness, thought 

"rd i.rt.rtiorrality _ are, despite
appearances to the contrary pureiy material properties, features that
cannot coweiua'ly exist apart from ,o,,. phyri.rl substrate.The devil
is in the details, and materialism and d,r.lir* stand or fall with theirabiliry to account for those details. It is to those detaiis that we now
at last turn.

Further reading
Materialism or naturalisnt as a general metaphysical position isdefended by David papineau ln his philosophical l\iaturalism
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1993); as a rheory of the mind in particular, itis defended by D. M. Arrnstrong in his ,4 Mdterialist Theory of theMind, revised edition (London: Routieclge, 1993). paolK. Moser
and J. D. tout, eds. Contemporary Materialism:A Reatler (London:
Routledge, 1995) is a useful anthology,a, is Howard Robinson,ed.
objedions to physicarism (oxfbrd: cl"..,rdon press, 1993), which
contains essays critical ofmaterialism.

Reductionism is the subject of the articles in David Charles and
Katlr-leen Lenrron, eds., Rerluction, Explanation, atul Realism(OxIbrd:
Clarendon Press, 1992). An influential work on superwenience is

J1S*o" Kim's Superuenience and Minrt (Cantbridge: Cambridge
Uruversiry l\-ess, 1 993). Chalmers,,.naturalistic dualism,, is defended

:.ml Conscious Mind (Newyork: Oxford Universiry press, 1996).The ",raterialist conceivability argument" outrined in the text isdeveloped irr chapter 1.0. of petei van Inwagen, Metaphysics (San
Francisco:'Westview. 1 993).
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Behaviorism is most widely associated with Gilbert Ryleh The

Concept o;f Mind (London: Hutchinson, L949).The identiry theory

is famously presented i" J.J. C. Smart! "sensations and Brain

Processes," anomalous monism in Donald Davidson's "Mental

Events." and functionalism in D. M. Armstrongt "The Causal

Theory of the Mind" and Hilary Putnam's "The Nature of Mental

States."These classic essays are widely anthologized, and all four

can be found (alongside other important related articles) in either

David M. Rosenthal, ed. The I'lature of Mind (NewYork: Oxford

Universiry Press, 1991) or DavidJ. Chalmers, Philosophy o;f Mind:

Classical and Contemporary Readings (NewYork: Oxford University

Press,2002).
The debate over the metaphysical status of numbers, propos-

itions, and properties is surveyed in MichaelJubten, Contemporary

Metaphysici: An Introductloru (Oxford: Blackwell, 1997)' Frege's

argument for propositions as abstract entities can be found in his

fr-orx essay "Thought," reprinted in Michael Beaney, ed' The

Frege Reader (Oxford: Blackwell, 1,997)'A more recent defense of
the same idea (along with a response to a common epistemic

objection to belief in abstract object$ is in chapter 6 of Alvin

Plantinga, Warrant and Proper Function (New York: Oxford

Universiry Press, 1993).J J' C.Smart andJ' J' Haldane, Atheism

anil Theism,second edition (Oxford: Blackwell, 2003) contains a

good overview of the recent debate over the existence of God

i.rd ,, excelient bibliography of recent work in the philosophy

of religion. Quentin Smith discusses the current state of atheistic

.r",rlrrlir* in "The Metaphilosophy of Naturalism," Philo: A

Journal of Philosophy,vol. 4, no. 2 (Fall 2001) '
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